STEP IT Up
student training and education in IT
customer service/dependability/work ethic/service attitude/connections

STEP IT Up is a partnership with the University of Missouri
School of Medicine
The STEP IT Up Program

Is an education and training opportunity designed to provide high school students with on-the-job IT training and education in a real-world setting. Through STEP IT Up, you will:

• Gain invaluable work experience in a professional work environment
• Be exposed to individuals involved in medical education, medical research and patient care
• Develop computer support and customer service skills
• Build relationships with professional colleagues

What we expect

• A strong interest in computers and desktop software
• Understand the importance of good communication skills in the workplace
• Have a strong customer service attitude
• Be dependable and develop a strong work ethic
• Support your IT team members!
• Be workforce ready when you graduate
• Be better prepared to continue your education after high school
• Make professional connections
• Learn how to navigate a complex organization

Join the IT Program and...

More Missouri physicians receive their medical degrees from the MU School of Medicine than from any other university. Cutting-edge research is also conducted at the school, leading to new medical treatments that save and improve the lives of Missourians and beyond. The faculty, physicians and staff of the medical school are extremely dependent on their computers and computer systems to do their daily work. This is where you come in!

Your future is what you make of it.